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A �lter-trust-region method for unonstrainedoptimizationNik I. M. Gould, Caroline Sainvitu andPhilippe L. Toint5 February 2004AbstratA new �lter-trust-region algorithm for solving unonstrained nonlinear opti-mization problems is introdued. Based on the �lter tehnique introdued byFlether and Ley�er, it extends an existing tehnique of Gould, Ley�er and Toint(SIAM J. Optim., to appear 2004) for nonlinear equations and nonlinear least-squares to the fully general unonstrained optimization problem. The new al-gorithm is shown to be globally onvergent to at least one seond-order ritialpoint, and numerial experiments indiate that it is very ompetitive with morelassial trust-region algorithms.1 IntrodutionSine �lter methods have been introdued for onstrained nonlinear optimization byFlether and Ley�er [5℄, they have enjoyed onsiderable interest in their original do-main of appliation [1, 4, 6, 7, 16, 17℄. More reently, they have been extended byGould, Ley�er and Toint [8, 12℄ to the nonlinear feasibility problem (inluding non-linear equations and nonlinear least-squares), whih is to minimize the norm of theviolations of a set of (possibly nonlinear and/or nononvex) onstraints. Sine non-linear least-squares an be seen as a speialized ase of unonstrained optimization, itis natural to onsider the further extension of the �lter tehniques to general unon-strained optimization problems: this is the objet of the present paper.The presentation is organized as follows. Setion 2 introdues the problem and thenew algorithm, whose global onvergene to points satisfying seond-order optimalityonditions is shown in Setion 3.1. The results of numerial experiene with the newmethod are disussed in Setion 4 and some onlusions and perspetives are �nallypresented in Setion 5.
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2 The problem and the new algorithmWe onsider the following unonstrained minimization problemminx2IRn f(x); (2.1)where f is a twie ontinuously di�erentiable funtion of the variables x 2 IRn. AneÆient tehnique for solving this problem is to use Newton's method, whih, froma urrent iterate xk, omputes a trial step sk by minimizing a model of the objetivefuntion onsisting of the �rst three terms of its Taylor's expansion around xk, yieldinga trial point x+k = xk + sk:Unfortunately, it is well-known that suh an algorithm may not always be well-de�ned(when the Taylor's model is nononvex), or onvergent from any initial point x0. ThesediÆulties an be irumvented by restriting the model minimization to a trust regionontaining xk, in a manner that is now well established (see Conn, Gould and Toint [2℄for an extensive desription of trust-region methods and their properties). We proposeto further extend suh methods by introduing a multidimensional �lter tehnique,whose aim is to enourage onvergene to �rst-order ritial points by driving everyomponent of the objetive's gradientrxf(x) def= g(x) = (g1(x); : : : ; gn(x))Tto zero.2.1 Computing a trial pointBefore indiating how to apply our �lter tehnique, we start by desribing how toompute the trial point x+k = xk + sk from a urrent iterate xk . At eah iteration, wede�ne the model of the objetive funtion to bemk(xk + s) = f(xk) + gTk s+ 12sTHks;where Hk is a symmetri approximation to rxxf(xk), and onsider a trust-region en-tered at xk Bk = fxk + s j ksk � �kg;where we believe this model to be adequate. A trial step sk is then omputed byminimizing the model (possibly only approximately). At variane with lassial trust-region methods, we do not require here thatkskk � �k (2.2)at every iteration of our algorithm. The onvergene analysis that follows requires, asis ommon in trust-region methods [2, Chapter 6℄, that this step provides, at iterationk, a suÆient derease on the model, whih is to say thatmk(xk)�mk(xk + sk) � �mdmax�kgkkmin �kgkk�k ;�k� ; j�kjmin[�2k ;�2k℄� (2.3)2



where �md is a onstant in (0; 1), �k is a positive upper bound on the norm of theHessian of the model mk, i.e.�k def= 1 + maxx2Bk krxxmk(xk)kand �k = min [0; �min[Hk℄℄. Although this ondition seems tehnial, there are eÆientnumerial methods to ompute sk that guarantee that it holds (see [9, 13℄, or, moregenerally, [2, Chapter 7℄). Typial trust-region algorithms then evaluate the objetivefuntion at the trial point and aept x+k as the new iterate if the redution ahievedin the objetive funtion is at least a fration of that predited by the model. Thetrust-region radius �k is also possibly enlarged if this is the ase, or it is redued if theahieved redution is too small.2.2 The multidimensional �lterWe now onsider using a �lter mehanism to potentially aept x+k as the new iteratemore often. The notion of �lter is based on that of dominane: for our problem, wesay that a point x1 dominates a point x2 wheneverjgi(x1)j � jgi(x2)j for all i = 1; : : : ; n:Thus, if iterate x1 dominates iterate x2 and if we fous our attention on onvergeneto �rst-order ritial points only, the latter is of no real interest to us sine x1 is atleast as good as x2 for eah of the omponents of the gradient. All we need to do isto remember iterates that are not dominated by other iterates by using a struturealled a �lter. We de�ne a multidimensional �lter F as a list of n-tuples of the form(gk;1; : : : ; gk;n), where gk;i def= gi(xk), suh that, if gk and g` belong to F , thenjgk;j j < jg`;j j for at least one j 2 f1; : : : ; ng: (2.4)Filter methods propose to aept a new trial iterate x+k if it is not dominated by anyother iterate in the �lter.However, we do not wish to aept a new point x+k if one of the omponents ofg(x+k ) is arbitrarily lose to being dominated by another point already in the �lter. Inorder to avoid this situation, we slightly strengthen our aeptability test and we saythat a new trial point x+k is aeptable for the �lter F if and only if8gl 2 F 9 j 2 f1; : : : ; ng : jgj(x+k )j � jgj;lj � gkglk; (2.5)where g 2 (0; 1=pn) is a small positive onstant. If an iterate xk is aeptable in thesense of (2.5), we may wish to add it to the �lter and remove from it every g` 2 F suhthat jgj;`j > jgj;kj for all j 2 f1; : : : ; ng.If the mehanism desribed so far is adequate for onvex problems (where a zerogradient is both neessary and suÆient for seond-order ritiality), it may be unsuit-able for nononvex ones. Indeed it might prevent progress away from a saddle point,3



in whih ase an inrease in the gradient omponents is aeptable. We therefore mod-ify the �lter mehanism to ensure that the �lter is reset to the empty set after eahiteration giving suÆient desent on the objetive funtion at whih the model mk wasdeteted to be nononvex, and set an upper bound on the aeptable objetive funtionvalues to ensure that the obtained derease is permanent.We are now able to ombine these ideas into an algorithm, whose main objetiveis to let the �lter play the major role in ensuring global onvergene within \onvexbasins", falling bak on the usual trust-region method only if things do not go well orif negative urvature is enountered.Algorithm 2.1 Filter-Trust-Region AlgorithmStep 0 : Initialization.An initial point x0 and an initial trust-region radius �0 > 0 are given. Theonstants g 2 (0; 1=pn), �1; �2; 1, 2 and 3 are also given and satisfy0 < �1 � �2 < 1 and 0 < 1 � 2 < 1 � 3: (2.6)Compute f(x0) and g(x0), set k = 0. Initialize the �lter F to the empty set andhoose fsup � f(x0). De�ne two ags RESTRICT and NONCONVEX, the former tobe unset.Step 1: Determine a trial step.Compute a �nite step sk that \suÆiently redues" the model mk, i.e. thatsatis�es (2.3) and that also satis�es kskk � �k if RESTRICT is set or if mk isnononvex. In the latter ase, set NONCONVEX; otherwise unset it. Compute thetrial point x+k = xk + sk.Step 2: Compute f(x+k ) and de�ne the following ratio�k = f(xk)� f(x+k )mk(xk)�mk(x+k ) :If f(x+k ) > fsup, set xk+1 = xk, set RESTRICT and go to Step 4.Step 3: Test to aept the trial step.� Compute g+k = g(x+k ).� If x+k is aeptable for the �lter F and NONCONVEX is unset:Set xk+1 = x+k , unset RESTRICT and add g+k to the �lter F if either �k < �1or kskk > �k.� If x+k is not aeptable for the �lter F or NONCONVEX is set:If �k � �1 and kskk � �k, thenset xk+1 = x+k , unset RESTRICT and if NONCONVEX is set, set fsup =f(xk+1) and reinitialize the �lter F to the empty set;else set xk+1 = xk and set RESTRICT.4



Step 4: Update the trust-region radius.If kskk � �k, update the trust-region radius by hoosing�k+1 2 8><>: [1�k; 2�k℄ if �k < �1;[2�k;�k℄ if �k 2 [�1; �2);[�k; 3�k℄ if �k � �2; (2.7)otherwise, set �k+1 = �k. Inrement k by one and go to Step 1.Note that, as stated, our algorithm laks a formal stopping riterion. In pratie,one would obviously stop the alulation if kgkk falls below some user-de�ned toleraneand NONCONVEX is unset, or if some �xed maximum number of iterations is exeeded.Also note that our onditions on the step might impose to reompute sk within thetrust region if negative urvature was disovered for the model only after omputinga step beyond the trust-region boundary. Fortunately, this is typially a very heapalulation and an be ahieved by baktraking [14℄ or by other suitable restritiontehniques [9℄.3 Global onvergeneGlobal onvergene properties of Algorithm 2.1 will be proved under the followingassumptions.A1 f is twie ontinuously di�erentiable on IRn.A2 The iterates xk remain in a losed, bounded domain of IRn.A3 For all k, the modelmk is twie di�erentiable on IRn and has a uniformly boundedHessian.A4 For all k, mk(xk) = f(xk) and gk = rxmk(xk) = rxf(xk):Note that A1, A2 and A3 together imply that there exist onstants �l, �u � �l, �ufh � 1and �umh � 1 suh thatf(xk) 2 [�l; �u℄; krxxf(xk)k � �ufh and kHkk � �umh � 1 (3.8)for all k. Combining this with the de�nition of �k, we have that�k � �umh (3.9)for all k and all x in the onvex hull of fxkg. For the purpose of our analysis, we shallonsider S = fk j xk+1 = xk + skg;the set of suessful iterations,A = fk j x+k is added to the �lter g;5



the set of �lter iterations, D = fk j �k � �1g;the set of suÆient desent iterations, andN = fk j NONCONVEX is set g;the set of nononvex iterations. Observe that A � S andS \ N = D \N : (3.10)We onlude this setion by stating a ruial property of the algorithm.Lemma 3.1 We have that, for all k � 0,f(x0)� f(xk+1) � kXj=0j2S\N [f(xj)� f(xj+1)℄: (3.11)Proof. Denoting S \N = fkig, we observe that the mehanism of the algorithmensures that f(xki+1) � f(x`) < f(xki )for all i and all ki + 1 � ` � ki+1. This diretly implies the desired inequality. 23.1 Convergene to Critial PointsWe �rst prove the onvergene of our algorithm to �rst-order ritial points.Our �rst step is to prove that, as long as a �rst-order ritial point is not approahed,we do not have in�nitely many suessful nononvex iterations in the ourse of thealgorithm. We start by realling three results from [2℄ in order to show that the trust-region radius is bounded away from zero in this ase.Lemma 3.2 Suppose that A1-A4 hold and that kskk � �k. Then we have thatjf(xk + sk)�mk(xk + sk)j � �ubh�2k; (3.12)where xk + sk 2 Bk and �ubh def= max[�ufh; �umh℄: (3.13)The proof is idential to that of Theorem 6.4.1 in [2℄ but we now need to make the addi-tional assumption that kskk � �k expliit (instead of being impliit, in this referene,in the de�nition of a trust-region step).We now show that the trust-region radius must inrease if the urrent iterate is not�rst-order ritial and the trust-region radius is small enough.
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Lemma 3.3 Suppose that A1-A4 hold and that kskk � �k. Suppose furthermore thatgk 6= 0 and that �k � �mdkgkk(1� �2)�ubh : (3.14)Then iteration �k � �2 and �k+1 � �k: (3.15)The proof is the same as Theorem 6.4.2 in [2℄ when kskk � �k, while (3.15) followsfrom Step 4 when kskk > �k as then �k+1 = �k. As a onsequene, we obtain that theradius annot beome too small as long as a �rst-order ritial point is not approahed.Lemma 3.4 Suppose that A1-A4 hold and that there exists a onstant �lbg > 0 suhthat kgkk � �lbg for all k. Then there is a onstant �lbd > 0 suh that�k � �lbd (3.16)for all k.Proof. Assume that iteration k is the �rst suh that�k+1 � 1�md �lbg(1� �2)�ubh � (3.17)This means that the trust-region radius has been dereased at iteration k, whih inturn implies, from the ondition in Step 4 of the algorithm, that kskk � �k. Wealso have that 1�k � �k+1, and hene that�k � �md �lbg(1� �2)�ubh �Our assumption on the norm of the gradient then implies that (3.14) holds. Thisand the fat that kskk � �k thus give that (3.15) is satis�ed. But this ontraditsthe fat that iteration k is the �rst suh that (3.17) holds, and our initial assumptionis therefore impossible. This yields the desired onlusion with�lbd = 1�md �lbg(1� �2)�ubh � 2We now prove the ruial result that the number of suessful nononvex iterationsmust be �nite unless a �rst-order ritial point is approahed.Theorem 3.5 Suppose that A1-A4 hold and that there exists a onstant �lbg > 0 suhthat kgkk � �lbg for all k. Then there an only be �nitely many suessful nononvexiterations in the ourse of the algorithm, i.e. jS \ N j < +1.Proof. Suppose, for the purpose of obtaining a ontradition, that there arein�nitely many suessful nononvex iterations, whih we index by S\N = fkig. It7



follows from (3.10) that the algorithm also guarantees that �k � �1 for all iterationsin S \ N , whih in turn implies, with (2.3), that, for k 2 S \ N ,f(xk)� f(xk+1) � �1[mk(xk)�mk(xk + sk)℄� �1 �mdkgkkmin �kgkk�k ;�k�� �1 �md �lbgmin � �lbg�umh ; �lbd� ;where we have used the Lemma 3.4, (3.9) and our lower bound on the gradient normto obtain the last inequality. Combining now this bound with (3.11), we deduethatf(x0)� f(xk+1) � kXj=0j2S\N [f(xj)� f(xj+1)℄ � &k �1 �md �lbgmin � �lbg�umh ; �lbd� ;where &k = jf1; : : : ; kg\S \Nj. As we have supposed that there are in�nitely manysuessful nononvex iterations, we have thatlimk!1 &k = +1;and [f(x0) � f(xk+1)℄ is unbounded above, whih ontradits the fat that theobjetive funtion is bounded below, as stated in (3.8). Our initial assumptionmust then be false, and the set S \ N of suessful nononvex iterations must be�nite. 2We now establish the ritiality of the limit point of the sequene of iterates whenthere are only �nitely many suessful iterations.Theorem 3.6 Suppose that A1-A4 and (2.3) hold and that there are only �nitely manysuessful iterations, i.e. jSj < +1. Then xk = x� for all suÆiently large k, and x�is �rst-order ritial.Proof. Let k0 be the index of the last suessful iterate. Then x� = xk0+1 = xk0+jand �k0+j < �1 for all j > 0: (3.18)Now observe that RESTRICT is set by the algorithm in the ourse of every unsu-essful iteration. This ag must thus be set at the beginning of every iteration ofindex k0 + j + 1 for j > 0. As a onsequene, ksk0+j+2k � �k0+j+2 for all j > 0.This, (3.18) and the mehanism of Step 4 of the algorithm then imply thatlimk!1�k = 0: (3.19)Assume now, for the purpose of establishing a ontradition, that kgk0+1k � " forsome " > 0. Then Lemma 3.4 implies that (3.19) is impossible and we dedue thatkgk0+jk = 08



for all j > 0. 2Having proved the desired onvergene property for the ase where S is �nite,we restrit our attention, for the rest of this setion, to the ase where there arein�nitely many suessful iterations, i.e. jSj = +1. We �rst investigate what happensif in�nitely many values are added to the �lter in the ourse of the algorithm.Theorem 3.7 Suppose that A1-A4 hold and that jAj = jSj = +1. Thenlim infk!1 kgkk = 0: (3.20)Proof. Assume, for the purpose of obtaining a ontradition, that, for all k largeenough, kgkk � �lbg (3.21)for some �lbg > 0. This bound and Theorem 3.5 then imply that jS \ N j is �niteand therefore that the �lter is no longer reset to the empty set for k suÆientlylarge. Moreover, sine our assumptions imply that fkgki+1kg is bounded above andbelow, there must exist a subsequene fk`g � fki+1g where fkig = A suh thatlim`!1 gk` = g1 with kg1k � �lbg: (3.22)By de�nition of fk`g, xk` is aeptable for the �lter for every `, whih implies, sinethe �lter is not reset for ` large enough, that, for eah ` suÆiently large, thereexists an index j 2 f1; : : : ; ng suh thatjgk`;j j � jgk`�1;j j < �gkgk`�1k: (3.23)But (3.21) implies that kgk`�1k � �lbg for all ` suÆiently large. Hene we deduefrom (3.23) that jgk`;j j � jgk`�1;j j < �g�lbgfor all ` suÆiently large. But the left-hand side of this inequality tends to zerowhen ` tends to in�nity beause of (3.22), yielding the desired ontradition. Hene(3.20) holds. 2Consider now the ase where the number of iterates added to the �lter in the ourseof the algorithm is �nite.Theorem 3.8 Suppose that A1-A4 hold and that jSj = +1 but jAj < +1. Then(3.20) holds.Proof. Assume, again for the purpose of obtaining a ontradition, that (3.21)holds for all k large enough and for some �lbg > 0. The �niteness of jAj thenimplies that �k � �1 and that kskk � �k for all k 2 S suÆiently large. If we de�ne�&p;k = jfp; : : : ; kg \ Sj, we then obtain thatf(xp)� f(xk+1) = kXj=pj2S[f(xj)� f(xj+1)℄ � �&p;k �1 �md �lbgmin � �lbg�umh ; �lbd� ;9



for p and k suÆiently large, where, as above, we used (2.3), (3.9) and (3.21) toderive the inequality. But �&p;k tends to in�nity with k for a �xed p suÆiently largesine jSj is in�nite, and we again derive a ontradition from the fat that f(xk+1)then beomes unbounded below. The limit (3.20) then follows. 2By the two last theorems, we have that at least one of the limit points of the sequeneof iterates generated by the algorithm satis�es the �rst-order neessary ondition. Asthe following example shows, this annot be improved without modifying the algorithm.Example 3.1 Consider the objetive funtionf(x) = x3(3x� 4);whih has a (degenerate(1)) ritial point at x = 0, and its global minimizer at x = 1.We will show that it is possible for Algorithm 2.1 to onstrut iterates for whih x2k =� 12k and x2k+1 = 54 for k = 0; 1; 2; : : :; learly there are two limit points, xL� = 0 andxR� = 54 , but only the �rst is ritial.Let �0 > 2, and suppose that g < 12 and that the trust-region updating sheme(2.7) is spei�ally �k+1 = 8><>: 12�k if �k < �1;�k if �1 � �k < �2 and2�k if �2 � �k: (3.24)Now suppose thatF = ff 0(x2k)g � f�12(1 + 12k) 12 2kg and �2k > 2: (3.25)We then show that the above iteration is possible for Algorithm 2.1, and that (3.25)will persist.Consider �rst x2k = � 12k, and the onvex modelm2k(x2k + s) = f(x2k) + sf 0(x2k) + 12s2h2k; where h2k = � f 0(x2k)54 � x2k > 0:Then the unonstrained global minimizer of m2k is s2k = 54 � x2k, and s2k will suÆ-iently redue the model within the trust region sine �2k > 2 > 54 + ( 12 )k. Moreoverm2k(x2k)�m2k(x2k + s2k) = 12 (f 0(x2k))2h2k = 12 ( 54 � x2k)f 0(x2k)! 0while f(x2k)� f(x2k + s2k) = f(x2k)� f( 54 ) > f(0)� f( 54 ) = 125256 > 0and thus �2k � �2 (3.26)for large enough k. The trial point x2k + s2k is not aeptable for the �lter sine itsgradient is f 0( 54 ) = 7516 � f 0(x2k), but it is an aeptable point beause the trust region(1)i.e., both its �rst and seond derivatives vanish.10



bound is inative and beause of (3.26). Thus x2k+1 = x2k + s2k = 54 , while (3.24) and(3.26) ensure that �2k+1 = 2�2k.Now onsider x2k+1 = 54 , and the onvex modelm2k+1(x2k+1 + s) = f(x2k+1) + sf 0(x2k+1) + 12s2h2k+1;where h2k+1 = f 0(x2k+1)x2k+1 + 12k+1 > 0:As before, the unonstrained global minimizer of m2k+1 is s2k+1 = �x2k+1 � 12k+1,and s2k+1 will suÆiently redue the model within the trust region sine �2k+1 > 4 >54 + ( 12 )k. Although f(x2k+1)� f(x2k+1 + s2k+1) < 0 and hene�2k+1 < 0; (3.27)x2k+1 + s2k+1 = � 12k+1 is aeptable for the �lter sine it is easy to hek thatjf 0(x2k+1 + s2k+1)j = jf 0(� 12k+1)j < 12 jf 0(x2k)j:Hene x2k+2 = x2k+1 + s2k+1 = � 12 k+1. Moreoever (3.24) and (3.27) imply thatf 0(x2k+2) replaes f 0(x2k) in the �lter, and that �2k+2 = 12�2k+1 = �2k , and thusthat (3.25) persists.It is unlear how to modify the algorithm to enfore the property that all limitpoints are �rst-order ritial without adversely a�eting its numerial behaviour. Wehave onsidered not allowing �lter iterations when the ratio between the urrent gradi-ent norm and the smallest gradient norm found so far exeeds some presribed (large)onstant. While suh a modi�ation does not appear to a�et the results of our numer-ial experiments, to date we have been unable to show that the modi�ation yields thedesired onlusion. Sine we believe that the likelihood of the algorithm onverging tomore than a single limit point is very small (as with every trust-region method we areaware of), the issue really is of mostly theoretial interest.We thus pursue our analysis by examining onvergene to seond-order ritialpoints under the assumption that there is only one limit point. As in [2℄, we alsoassume the following.A5 The matrix Hk is arbitrarily lose to rxxf(xk) whenever a �rst-order ritialpoint is approahed, i.e.limk!1 krxxf(xk)�Hkk = 0 whenever limk!1 kgkk = 0:(Notie that h2k ! 0, and thus that A5 holds in the above example.)We are then able to derive the following theorem.Theorem 3.9 Suppose that A1-A5 hold and that the omplete sequene of iteratesfxkg onverge to the unique limit point x�. Then x� is a seond-order ritial point.11



Proof. We start our proof (strongly inspired by Theorem 6.6.4 of [2℄) by notingthat [2, Lemma 6.5.3℄ is valid in our ontext. Observe also that our previous resultsimply that g(x�) = 0: (3.28)For the purpose of deriving a ontradition, assume now that�� def= �min[rxxf(x�)℄ < 0: (3.29)Then, using A5 and (3.28), we dedue that there exists a k0 suh that, for k � k0,�min[Hk℄ < 12�� < 0;and, onsequently, that k 2 N and kskk � �k (3.30)for k � k0. Our suÆient derease ondition (2.3) then ensures that, for k � k0,mk(xk)�mk(xk + sk) � 12�mdj��jmin[ 14�2� ;�2k℄: (3.31)Consider now the ratio of ahieved versus predited redution �k in the ase where�k � 12 j��j. Applying [2, Lemma 6.5.3℄ to the omplete sequene fxkg, we deduefrom (3.30) that there must exist a k1 � k0 and a Æ1 2 (0; 12 j��j℄ suh that�k � �2 for all k � k1 suh that �k � Æ1:As a onsequene, eah iteration where these two onditions hold must be very su-essful and the algorithm then guarantees that �k+1 � �k. This and the inequality1Æ1 < Æ1 � 12 j��j in turn imply that�k � min[1Æ1;�k0 ℄ def= Æ2 (3.32)for all k � k1. For every suessful iteration k � k1, we then obtain from (3.31)that f(xk)� f(xk+1) � 12�1�mdj��jmin[ 14�2� ; Æ22 ℄ > 0:Remembering now that k 2 N for k � k1 (and thus that jN j = 1), we obtainfrom (3.11) that jS \ N j, and hene jSj, must be �nite, whih in turn implies thatthe trust-region radius tends to zero. But this ontradits (3.32). Hene our initialassumption (3.29) must be false and the proof is omplete. 24 Numerial experimentsWe now report the results obtained by running our algorithm on the set of 160 unon-strained(2) problems from the CUTEr olletion [10℄. The names of the problems withtheir dimensions(3) are detailed in Table 4.1.(2)We exluded problem BROYDN7D beause of its multiple loal minima.(3)The number of free variables. 12



Problem n Problem n Problem nAIRCRFTB 5 DQRTIC 5000 OSBORNEA 5ALLINITU 4 EDENSCH 10000 OSBORNEB 11ARGLINA 200 EG2 1000 PALMER1C 8ARGLINB 200 EIGENALS 2550 PALMER1D 7ARGLINC 200 EIGENBLS 2550 PALMER2C 8ARWHEAD 5000 EIGENCLS 2652 PALMER3C 8BARD 3 ENGVAL1 10000 PALMER4C 8BDQRTIC 5000 ENGVAL2 2 PALMER5C 6BEALE 2 ERRINROS 50 PALMER6C 8BIGGS3 3 EXPFIT 2 PALMER7C 8BIGGS5 5 EXTROSNB 1000 PALMER8C 8BIGGS6 6 FMINSRF2 5625 PARKCH 15BOX2 2 FMINSURF 49 PENALTY1 1000BOX3 3 FREUROTH 5000 PENALTY2 200BRKMCC 2 GENROSE 500 PENALTY3 200BROWNAL 200 GROWTHLS 3 POWELLSG 5000BROWNBS 2 GULF 3 POWER 100BROWNDEN 4 HAIRY 2 QUARTC 5000BRYBND 5000 HATFLDD 3 RAYBENDL 2046CHAINWOO 4000 HATFLDE 3 RAYBENDS 2046CHNROSNB 50 HEART6LS 6 ROSENBR 2CLIFF 2 HEART8LS 8 S308 2CLPLATEA 10100 HELIX 3 SBRYBND 500CLPLATEB 4970 HIELOW 3 SCHMVETT 5000CLPLATEC 4970 HILBERTA 2 SCOSINE 5000COSINE 10000 HILBERTB 10 SCURLY10 100CRAGGLVY 5000 HIMMELBB 2 SCURLY20 100CUBE 2 HIMMELBF 4 SCURLY30 100CURLY10 10000 HIMMELBG 2 SENSORS 100CURLY20 10000 HIMMELBH 2 SINEVAL 2CURLY30 1000 HYDC20LS 99 SINQUAD 10000DECONVU 61 JENSMP 2 SISSER 2DENSCHNA 2 KOWOSB 4 SNAIL 2DENSCHNB 2 LIARWHD 5000 SPARSINE 5000DENSCHNC 2 LMINSURF 5329 SPARSQUR 10000DENSCHND 3 LOGHAIRY 2 SPMSRTLS 4900DENSCHNE 3 MANCINO 100 SROSENBR 5000DENSCHNF 2 MARATOSB 2 SSC 4900DIXMAANA 9000 MEXHAT 2 STRATEC 10DIXMAANB 9000 MEYER3 3 TESTQUAD 5000DIXMAANC 9000 MINSURF 36 TOINTGOR 50DIXMAAND 9000 MOREBV 5000 TOINTGSS 5000DIXMAANE 9000 MSQRTALS 1024 TOINTPSP 50DIXMAANF 9000 MSQRTBLS 1024 TOINTQOR 50DIXMAANG 9000 NCB20 5010 TQUARTIC 5000DIXMAANH 9000 NCB20B 5000 TRIDIA 5000DIXMAANI 9000 NLMSURF 5329 VARDIM 200DIXMAANJ 9000 NONCVXU2 5000 VAREIGVL 50DIXMAANK 9000 NONCVXUN 5000 VIBRBEAM 8DIXMAANL 9000 NONDIA 5000 WATSON 12DIXON3DQ 10000 NONDQUAR 5000 WOODS 10000DJTL 2 NONMSQRT 100 YFITU 3DQDRTIC 5000 ODC 4900 ZANGWIL2 2Table 4.1: The test problems and their dimension13



In eah ase, the starting point supplied with the problem was used. All tests wereperformed in double preision on a Dell Latitude C840 portable omputer (1.6 Mhz,1 Gbyte of RAM) under Red Hat 9.0 Linux and the Lahey Fortran ompiler (versionL6.10a) with default options. All attempts to solve the test problems were limited to amaximum of 1000 iterations or 1 hour of CPU time. The values 1 = 0:625, 2 = 0:25,3 = 2,�1 = 0:01, �2 = 0:9, �0 = 1 andg = min �0:001; 12pn�were used.Two partiular variants were tested. The �rst (alled default) is the algorithm asdesribed above, where, exat �rst and seond derivatives are used and where, at eahiteration, the trial point is omputed by approximately minimizing mk(xk + s) usingthe Generalized Lanzos Trust-Region algorithm of [9℄ (without preonditioning) asimplemented in the GALAHAD library [11℄. This proedure is terminated at the �rst sfor whih krmk(xk + s)k � min h0:1;pmax(�M ; krmk(xk)k)i krmk(xk)k; (4.33)where �M is the mahine preision. In addition, we hoosefsup = min(106f(x0); f(x0) + 1000)at Step 0 of the algorithm. Based on pratial experiene [12℄, we also impose thatkskk � 1000�k at all iterations following the �rst one at whih a restrited step wastaken. Finally, the algorithm stops ifkrf(xk)k � 10�6pn: (4.34)The seond algorithmi variant is the pure trust-region version, that is the same algo-rithm with the exeption that no trial point is ever aepted in the �lter.On the 160 problems, the default version suessfully solved 144 and the pure trust-region 143. Failure always ours beause the maximal iteration ount is reahed beforeonvergene is delared, with the exeption of the trust-region variant failing on MEYER3beause the problem is judged to be too ill-onditioned. The �lter variant is thus justas reliable(4) as the trust-region version.Figures 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3 give the performane pro�les for the two variants for it-erations, pu-time and the total amount of onjugate-gradient iterations, respetively.Performane pro�les give, for every � � 1, the proportion p(�) of test problems onwhih eah onsidered algorithmi variant has a performane within a fator � of thebest (see [3℄ for a more omplete disussion). When omparing CPU times, we alsotake into aount inauraies in timing by onsidering run-times as indistinguishableif they di�er by less than 1 seond or less than 5%.(4)The two variants onsistently fail on CHAINWOO, HYDC20LS, LMINSURF, LOGHAIRY, MEYER3, NLMSURF,NONCVXU2, NONCVXUN and SCURLY10. 14
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LANB Figure 4.3: CG iterations performane pro�les for the two variants and LANCELOT BIt is not diÆult to see in these �gures that the �lter variant is signi�antly moreeÆient than the pure trust-region method in terms of the number of iterations (whihis idential to the number of funtion and gradient evaluations). Its advantage issmaller but signi�ant in terms of onjugate-gradients iterations, but is o�set by theadditional ost of the �lter management operations. As a result, both variants areessentially omparable in terms of pu-time eÆieny, with a very slight advantage forthe default method.The pro�les also inlude a omparison with LANCELOT-B, one of the GALAHADodes [11℄. This is a non-monotone trust-region algorithm (see [15℄ or [2, Setion 10.1℄),whih we used unpreonditioned with �0 = 1 and with its other settings at their defaultvalues. Again this method, whih suessfully solves 141 out of 160 problems, appearsto be onsistently inferior to the new �lter algorithm.5 ConlusionWe have presented a �lter algorithm for unonstrained optimization and have shown,under standard assumptions, that it produes at least a �rst-order ritial point, irre-spetive of the hosen starting point. Under mild additional onditions, we also proved,onvergene of the omplete sequene of iterates an only our to a seond-order rit-ial point. Preliminary numerial experiene on the set of unonstrained test problems16



from the CUTEr olletion indiate that, although there is little to gain in CPU-timewhen omparing the new algorithm to a pure trust-region method, signi�ant gains inthe number of iterations and funtion/gradient evaluations an be ahieved.Referenes[1℄ C. M. Chin and R. Flether. Convergene properties of SLP-�lter algorithms thattakes EQP steps. Mathematial Programming, Series A, 96(1):161{177, 2003.[2℄ A. R. Conn, N. I. M. Gould, and Ph. L. Toint. Trust-Region Methods. Number 01in MPS-SIAM Series on Optimization. SIAM, Philadelphia, USA, 2000.[3℄ E. D. Dolan and J. J. Mor�e. Benhmarking optimization software with perfor-mane pro�les. Mathematial Programming, 91(2):201{213, 2002.[4℄ R. Flether, N. I. M. Gould, S. Ley�er, Ph. L. Toint, and A. W�ahter. Global on-vergene of trust-region SQP-�lter algorithms for nonlinear programming. SIAMJournal on Optimization, 13(3):635{659, 2002.[5℄ R. Flether and S. Ley�er. Nonlinear programming without a penalty funtion.Mathematial Programming, 91(2):239{269, 2002.[6℄ R. Flether, S. Ley�er, and Ph. L. Toint. On the global onvergene of a �lter-SQPalgorithm. SIAM Journal on Optimization, 13(1):44{59, 2002.[7℄ C. C. Gonzaga, E. Karas, and M. Vanti. A globally onvergent �lter method fornonlinear programming. SIAM Journal on Optimization, 13(3):646{669, 2003.[8℄ N. I. M. Gould, S. Ley�er, and Ph. L. Toint. A multidimensional �lter algorithm fornonlinear equations and nonlinear least-squares. SIAM Journal on Optimization,(to appear), 2004.[9℄ N. I. M. Gould, S. Luidi, M. Roma, and Ph. L. Toint. Solving the trust-regionsubproblem using the Lanzos method. SIAM Journal on Optimization, 9(2):504{525, 1999.[10℄ N. I. M. Gould, D. Orban, and Ph. L. Toint. CUTEr, a ontrained and unon-strained testing environment, revisited. Transations of the ACM on MathematialSoftware, 29(4):373{394, 2003.[11℄ N. I. M. Gould, D. Orban, and Ph. L. Toint. GALAHAD|a library of thread-safeFortran 90 pakages for large-sale nonlinear optimization. Transations of theACM on Mathematial Software, 29(4):353{372, 2003.[12℄ N. I. M. Gould and Ph. L. Toint. FILTRANE, a Fortran 95 �lter-trust-region pak-age for solving systems of nonlinear equalities, nonlinear inequalities and nonlinearleast-squares problems. Tehnial Report 03/15, Rutherford Appleton Laboratory,Chilton, Oxfordshire, England, 2003.17
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